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Note from Pastor Kevin:  The exponential increase in technologies used for monitoring and 

controlling human activity is rapidly being used to create a global police state where the citizens 

of the world might be able to run but won’t be able to hide.  Consider the following prophecy 

from Revelation about what it will be like when the Antichrist rules the earth: 

So they [inhabitants of the world] worshiped the dragon [Satan – possibly in visible form] who 

gave authority to the beast [world leader – the Antichrist]; and they worshiped the beast, saying, 

“Who is like the beast? Who is able to make war with him?” (Revelation 13:4 NKJV) 

Governments around the world are increasingly taking control of civilian communications – especially 

cellular telephone networks – usually for nefarious purposes.  We have seen this occur in the Middle East 

on multiple occasions during the so-called Arab Spring, and now these control systems are being 

implemented in full force in the West as well.  This is not only dangerous because having government 

creep into the private lives of citizens usually turns out poorly, but because this type of technology 

enables horrific atrocities. 

One type of system is produced by Datong in the United Kingdom which has already been purchased by 

the largest police force in all of Britain, the London Metropolitan Police.  The London Police paid 

$230,000 for so called “ICT hardware” in 2008 and 2009 which creates a fake cellular phone network in 

order to not only intercept the communications and unique identification numbers from phones, but also 

to remotely turn off telephones. 

This incredibly dangerous technology that seems like something out of a spy thriller is highly portable 

and is about the size of a suitcase. This means that at a protest in which a brutal government crackdown is 

about to occur, all that the police would need to do is turn on their suitcase device and suddenly no one is 

able to record the incident on their phone or call for help. The device can intercept SMS (text) messages, 

telephone calls, and even the unique IMSI and IMEI identifiers which would then allow police to track 

the telephone user’s movements in real time, which totally bypasses the need to request location data 

from the carrier itself as is normally required, according to Wired’s Threat Level. 

The device can also completely prevent outbound communications from reaching a cell tower “for crowd 

control during demonstrations and riots where participants use phones to organize.”  At least you have to 

give them some credit for being upfront about how this device can – and likely will – be used to stifle 

dissent and break up protests, although it is usually promoted as a tool to prevent insurgents from 

detonating bombs via cell phone. 

The technology can also be set up in a vehicle in order to track individuals who are on the move… 

To read this article in its entirety, go to: http://theintelhub.com/2011/11/02/suitcase-sized-device-can-

remotely-disable-phones-intercept-communications-record-unique-ids-and-track-you-in-real-time/ 
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